time, as was the possibility of dimers at 6.0 ± 0.1 min (small chromatographic peak). Chromatographic analysis of the same samples stored at room temperature and protected from light in a refrigerator at 4°C indicated the absence of a peak at 6.1 ± 0.1, the shift of the main peak to 6.1 ± 0.1, and the detection of a new chromatographic peak at 9.5 ± 0.1.

Conclusions The results of this study indicated the absence of aggregate formation in bevacizumab 5 mg/ml during the period of monitoring (15 days) under the two storage conditions tested. Nevertheless, they clearly indicate some kind of break down.
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Background Sodium Bicarbonate is an alkaline agent and is indicated for treating acute or chronic metabolic acidosis. The substance is unstable and when heated in solution it gradually changes into sodium carbonate. That’s why we prepared Sodium Bicarbonate Intravenous Infusion aseptically, according to the Standard Operating Procedure.

Purpose To validate the performance of aseptic processes used to produce our sterile product and to meet Good Manufacture Practice Requirements, i.e. to comply with the ‘low’, twice per year we are performing media fill (process simulation studies).

Materials and Methods Media fills are simulating the whole process in order to evaluate the sterility confidence of the process. Process simulations includes formulation (compounding), filtration and filling. Important factors in the process are: personnel (number, shift changes, fatigue), sterility test for the sterilised components (bottles, stoppers), filled volume per container (sufficient to wet all surfaces of the containers), frequency, media fill sizes, acceptance criteria, environmental monitoring. We select the growth medium and prepared the bulk media as the same process as routine production including filtering process and number of units (the batches is smaller than 1000). Than all units were incubated at 20–25°C for 14 days.

Results After the incubation period of the media filled containers they were visually examined for microbial growth. The contamination rate is zero, so, the accepted contamination rate is less then 0, 1%. (Contamination rate = Upper confidence limit/Number of filled units × 100)

Conclusions With media fill we evaluate the aseptic assembly and operation of the sterile equipment, qualified the operators, and assess our technique, and demonstrate that the environmental controls are adequate to meet the basic requirements necessary to produce Sodium Bicarbonate Intravenous Infusion by aseptic processing.
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Background When pharmacy staff is not available, nurses used to prepare diluted busulfan solution from commercial vials just before administration because of its low stability. Doing this without protection may cause occupational exposure to this cytotoxic drug.

Purpose To devise a new protocol and perform a preliminary evaluation.

Materials and Methods Literature and technical studies were performed to choose the best devices. Nurses and physicians performed a clinical evaluation using a 5-item satisfaction form.

Results Medical devices containing polycarbonate must be avoided because of the interaction with N,N-dimethylacetamide used as an excipient. The new protocol consists of an individual kit with the commercial solution packed in a syringe, an infusion bag with the